The singularities of manipulators with offset wrists are difficult to enumerate. The wrist offset "skews" the known regional arm singularities and wrist singularities of the zero-offset case. This paper illustrates the problem for a specific example.
INTRODUCTION
Manipulator singularities can be found from the manipulator Jacobian matrix J: J = 0 for non-redundant manipulators and spherical (zero-offset) wrist, the upper right Jacobian submatrix is the 3x3 zero matrix, which is the velocity-domain manifestation of position/orientation decoupling. Singularities are classified as regional arm singularities (found from J UL = 0 ) and wrist singularities (found from J LR = 0 ). = because the wrist offset has no effect on the Cartesian rotational rates.
Singularity-free, offset double universal joint (DUJ) wrists ( Fig. 1 ) have been designed and built by Trevelyan, et. al. (1986) , Milenkovic (1987) , and Rosheim (1987) . The Jacobian matrix determinant for the DUJ wrist alone is J cc DUJ = 4 5 6 2 ( c i i =cosθ ) so the singularity conditions are θ 5 90 = ± (all angles in this paper are given in degrees)
or θ 6 90 = ± . If these are forced to lie outside of joint limits, the wrist is singularity-free (Williams, 1990) .
Figure 2 Regional Arm
In this paper, the 3-axis DUJ wrist is mounted on an articulated 3-axis regional arm ( Fig. 2 ; PUMA with no waist-shoulder offset, i.e. L 0 =0) to form a 6-dof manipulator. There are eight rows in the DH parameters (Table I , Craig convention) because the DUJ wrist mechanically couples the two universal joints (which are separated by offset L). The joint angle offsets in Table I are included to define the zero position as straight up. 
MANIPULATOR SINGULARITY DETERMINATION
Many authors have presented results in manipulator singularity analysis (e.g. Kholi and Hsu, 1987, and Waldron et.al., 1985) . In a singular configuration, a singular screw exists which is simultaneously reciprocal to all n joint axis screws (Sugimoto et.al., 1982) . In a significant work, Burdick (1995) exploits this theorem to develop two analogous recursive algorithms to determine the complete singularity set for generic and non-generic revolute-jointed manipulators (most industrial manipulators are non-generic, which encounter bifurcations). The two algorithms, one for regional singularities and the other for twist singularities, may be used symbolically or numerically, but complexity grows rapidly in the symbolic case. The Jacobian does not need to be determined, and the singular screw is calculated in each case.
Burdick's algorithms were applied numerically to the present nongeneric manipulator with offset DUJ wrist. However, the results are difficult to interpret for the purpose of singularity enumeration. Burdick's algorithms trace singular surfaces (in joint space, mapped to the Cartesian space). This is done on workspace cross-section planes, which is good to show the extent of the problem, but orientation information is lost. Therefore, to demonstrate (in joint space) what happens to the singular conditions as L increases from 0, numerical searches of the Jacobian matrix determinant were performed.
The determinant of the Jacobian matrix (given the DH parameters of Table I ) was determined symbolically. The simplest symbolic terms result when the frame of expression is in the middle of the manipulator (frame {3}). Note the Jacobian still gives Cartesian velocities of the last moving frame with respect to the base, but the basis for expression is {3}. The determinant is invariant under coordinate transformations. Due to the mechanical wrist coupling, Table I rows 5 and 8 both involve θ 5 and rows 6 and 7 involve θ 6 . Columns 5 and 8 of the symbolic Jacobian multiply θ 5 while columns 6 and 7 multiply θ 6 .
Therefore, the 6x6 Jacobian is formed by adding columns 5 and 8 for the fifth column and adding columns 6 and 7 for the sixth column. The Jacobian determination algorithm used recognizes each i th column of the Jacobian as the Cartesian velocity of the last moving frame due to joint i alone (with θ i factored out). = . If L=0 is substituted into Eq. 3, the result is: 
RESULTS
To investigate the effect of L on manipulator singularities, multidimensional computer numerical searches were performed on the symbolic determinant expression, Eq. 3. Singularities are independent of θ 1 . For comparison purposes, L m
and L m 2 11 = .
(chosen for generality and reasonable scaling between translational and rotational Jacobian components). The reciprocal condition number may be a better measure of absolute Jacobian matrix conditioning, but since the purpose was to compare two manipulators identical save offset L, the Jacobian determinant, Eq. 3, was sufficient. To present graphical results, a series of 2-axis searches was performed (varying all possible combinations of θ θ i j
; i j ≠ )) while the remaining joint angles were fixed. The fixed angles were set both far from the zero-offset singularities ( , were varied over ±180 in steps ∆θ = 1 .
{ }
Typical determinant surface plots are shown in Fig. 3a for i=3, j=5, and L=0 and in Fig. 3b for i=3, j=5 , and L=0.3. , Zero Determinant
In Figs. 8 and 10, the θ 6 90 = ± singularity lines are shared by the L=0 and L ≠ 0 cases. For a more complete singularity analysis (albeit difficult to present graphically), nested 5-axis searches were also performed (ignoring θ 1 ). Different L values were specified; for each, average and maximum Jacobian determinant absolute values were recorded (O and X on Fig. 11, respectively) , in addition to the percentage of cases where ( ) abs J ≤ = ε 0 01 . (Fig. 12) . θ i ( i = 2 3 6 , , , ) were varied over ±45 in steps ∆θ = 1 . 
CONCLUSION
Knowledge of manipulator singularity conditions is important for task design, path planning, and manipulator control. The singularity conditions for a manipulator with an offset wrist exist in the same neighborhoods as those for the same manipulator with zero-offset wrist, but their locations are skewed. As the offset L grows, the skewing is more pronounced. With non-zero offset L, the singular conditions are difficult to enumerate because they can no longer be classified using position/orientation decoupling J J J UL LR = . For the two-joint-angle searches, analytical expressions could be derived for the L ≠ 0 singularities, but this would be of little value because the remaining joint angles are fixed arbitrarily. The full five-jointangle L ≠ 0 singularity conditions (independent of θ 1 ) have not been derived due to symbolic complexity. As L increases, most known L=0 singular conditions are no longer exact singularities. Also, manipulator dexterity improves slightly (measured by Jacobian matrix determinant average and maximum and the percentage of cases where ( )
However, as L increases, the wrist subassembly also becomes less wrist-like and significant translations of the last wrist frame are caused by some wrist joints. Therefore, the irony is that with singularity-free offset DUJ wrists, the manipulator singularity problem is actually worsened. There are no wrist singularities (because they are placed by design outside of joint limits), but the existing regional arm singularities become skewed from the well-known singular configurations of common industrial designs. More recently, other researchers (Lee et.al, 1996; Stanisic and Duta, 1990 ) have developed zero-offset singularity-free wrists. Based on manipulator kinematics and the overall manipulator singularity problem, the zero-offset wrist is preferable.
